JR. GRAPHIC DESIGNER (REMOTE)

Role: Part-time Junior Graphic Designer (contractor)
$20/hr

A Bit About Us: Double A Labs makes B2B engagement exciting through its innovative virtual solutions. Our solutions are measurable, our virtual environments are authentic, and our results are measurable. Double A Labs has successfully united entertainment and enterprise for business today. Our new virtual platform drives authentic engagement and customizable tracking. Better still? Our fully immersive virtual offerings are matchless.

Double A Labs is partnered with some of the largest companies in the marketplace ... (Hint - YouTube, Warner Brothers etc.), providing digital experiences and solutions. We build virtual technologies to solve a very real-world need, virtual communities.

A Bit About the Role: You will be working with the Lead Graphic Designer and across multiple teams to produce creative and clear deliverables, using both print and digital mediums. Among other things, you will be helping our creative and development team on the generation of assets for our virtual platform. You will also assist our Business Development team on the generation of sales and marketing assets.

Job Responsibilities:

- Assists with Double A Labs internal design needs, helping on the execution of our Marketing Roadmap.
- Assist with the creation and manipulation of our platform's backgrounds and assets.
- Prepare and design presentation decks, one-pagers, and other marketing and sales materials.
- Assist company with rebranding efforts across various mediums (pitch decks, sales materials, website design, etc.)
- Craft visual content for client-facing deliverables
- Sourcing beautiful imagery to amplify campaign ideas and pitches we present to clients

www.doublealabs.com
Requirements

- Proficient in Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop
- Knowledge of Microsoft PowerPoint/Google Slides
- 2+ years of experience in graphic design or equivalent (including internships)
- Must have own computer and Adobe subscription

Preferred Qualifications

- Skillset in 3D design (Adobe Dimensions, Blender, etc.)
- Copywriting skills
- Knowledge of After Effects and motion graphics
- A strong eye for visual composition - UX/UI experience is highly valued

**Send portfolio and resume to volmos@doublealabs.com**